
Ask Prompt Direct customers about their experience working with us, 
and chances are you’ll hear two things: 

    • We’re really nice people who always go the extra mile
    • We save them money on their mailings

Over the past 10 years, the Prompt co-palletization program has 
delivered millions in savings to our mailers. So what exactly is co-
palletization? This fully automated service helps you capitalize 
on postal discounts, even for mailings too small to fill a pallet. By 
sorting trays and sharing pallet space with other mailers, we create 
enough combined volume to exceed the USPS minimum and capture 
maximum savings.

Peggy Kelly, marketing production manager for Wolters Kluwer Law 
& Business, is a long-time participant in the Prompt co-palletization 
program. According to Kelly, her company did extensive testing and 
analysis a few years ago when approached by a “one-stop-shop” 
vendor for its printing and mailing needs. “We got better results with 
Prompt’s co-palletization program — there was no time lost in terms of 
delivery, we qualified for higher postage discounts, and, best of all, we 
were able to stay with a partner we trust.”

Steve Mazzarella, whose company Grandma Rosa specializes in 
new age spiritual products, recently started working with Prompt and 
is already seeing postage savings. “Prompt handles our acquisition-
type mailings, and every little bit helps when you’re mailing 100,000 
pieces. Co-palletization saves us 5% off the lowest postal rates with no 
discernable difference in delivery time.”

In addition to programs like co-palletization, tools like data hygiene 
are also helping mailers see substantial savings. Mazzarella found 
Prompt’s data capabilities impressive right from the beginning. “They 
made suggestions that help us get off to the strongest possible start 
with a new client. Prompt comes up with stuff that other people just 
don’t think of — they’re definitely a cut above.”
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“...Prompt comes up with stuff that other 
people just don’t think of — they’re 

definitely a cut above.”

How can Intelligent Mail make or 
break your multi-channel campaign? 
What’s a PromptQR? How can you 
amplify your marketing efforts via 
social media?

If you missed the Prompt Direct 
Spring 2013 multi-channel 
marketing road show, you missed 
some valuable guidance on 
how to implement an integrated 
marketing strategy. But no worries 
— download the presentation here: 
http://bit.ly/19LU6Ko

And if you have an in-house group 
that wants to explore the benefits 
of multi-channel marketing, Prompt 
Direct can also bring a customized 
workshop right to your office or 
facility — call Dennis Lacognata at 
(718) 447-6206 x118 for details.



Taxes, tolls, postage costs and everything else seems 
to all be pointing in one similar direction… UP! As the 
costs to do business also continue to rise, this puts 
tremendous pressure on budgets. 

In the world of marketing, marketers are becoming 
more and more pressured to be accountable for their 
marketing spend. Some are rolling out campaigns and 
then measuring the return on investment (ROI) or the 
cost per lead or acquisition. But sometimes by the 
time they are measuring that ROI, the damage can 
already be done.
 
As budgets get tighter, marketers need to take a 
deeper look at their marketing offers and customer 
base. Who are your customers and what is their 
propensity to respond to your marketing offers? The 
answer to this is a Profile / Model.
 
The benefits of a Profile / Model are leveraging 
techniques to identify how your data looks both 
demographically and also by lifestyle. By mining 
hidden attributes of your data, you can uncover 
patterns or characteristics that can be used in different 
marketing touch points. Predictive modeling can 
create targeted prospect universes that can identify 
who on your list will have the highest propensity to 
respond to a marketing campaign. These can be 
broken down into deciles, with the top 10% likely to 
respond to fall into the first decile and so on. 
By building a profile off your house list, you have the 
power to create a prospect model for future acquisition 
efforts. By identifying the demographics of your top 

10% of customers, you then have the power behind 
you to go out and find “look-alikes” from a universe of 
data out there.

Modeling / profiling is a smart solution to narrowly 
target the right prospects for the right campaign and 
present them with the right offer resulting in a higher 
ROI and lower cost per lead and acquisition.
 
When utilizing modeling / profiling as part of your 
overall strategy before launching a campaign, you can 
net some great results that will make every dollar in 
your budget work for you!

Who are Your (Best) Customers? 
By Phil Catalano, Director of Integrated Marketing

Prompt Money-Saving Programs (From page 1)

Sanford “Sandy” Kane, CEO of 
Real Sourcing Network (RSN), was 
looking for that level of excellence 
when he started forming his 
supplier network. “We evaluated 
close to 200 suppliers, met with 40 
and selected 12 for their specific 
capabilities — including Prompt 
Direct for mailing services.”

RSN conducts an audit of a client’s 
spending, then shows them 
the potential savings if they did 
business with RSN — typically 
around 20%, according to Kane.

When RSN completed an audit 
for Long Island University (LIU), 
potential savings on mailings alone 
were estimated at 19%. But when 

RSN and Prompt started working 
with LIU, Kane says, “Within two 
months we were saving them close 
to 30%. The difference was their 
mailing lists — nobody was taking 
advantage of the data hygiene 
tools and experience a shop like 
Prompt can offer.”

He continues, “We’re very pleased 
with what Prompt is able to do — 
their service is impeccable, and 
they really jump through hoops for 
their customers.”

Joel Chatfield, manager of mail 
services for a leading NYC 
museum, started working with 
Prompt after being introduced at 
a local Postal Customer Council 

meeting. He assigned Prompt a 
few sample jobs, and was pleased 
with their efficiency and economy. 
“In addition to the mailings included 
in co-pal, Prompt is saving us at 
least 25% in processing — folding, 
inserting, trimming, sealing. They 
have the best rates overall, and I’m 
encouraging everyone to give them 
a try.”

With postage accounting for 
over 70% of many marketing 
budgets, it’s imperative that every 
name count. If you’re not taking 
advantage of services like co-
palletization and data hygiene, call 
(718) 447-6206 to see how Prompt 
Direct can help you make the most 
of your marketing budget.



Mail anywhere, pay anywhere
Imagine: No more multiple permits 
and accounts when you mail 
from multiple locations. That’s the 
benefit of the new Mail Anywhere 
and Pay Anywhere program, 
which allows you to use a single 
permit to present mailings with 
90% or more full-service pieces 
at any Business Mail Acceptance 
site. This gives mailers greater 
flexibility in managing production, 
since you can shift mail from one 
site to another without having to 
open another permit or change 
the imprint on your mail. Eligibility 
requirements apply, so call 
Prompt today for details.

Intelligent Mail barcode update
To qualify for automation pricing 
discounts, mailings must include 
full-service Intelligent Mail 
barcodes (IMb) starting January 
26, 2014. The new requirement 
covers first-class mail postcards, 
letters, and flats, standard mail 
letters and flats, periodical letters 
and flats, and bound printed 
matter flats. Mailers using IMb 
will also benefit from free full-
service Address Correction 
Service (ACS), which will provide 
undeliverable-as-addressed 
information as well as address 
correction and nixie service.

If you were in attendance at the 
spring multichannel workshop 
in New York City focusing on 
the non-profit sector, you heard 
speaker Luke Vander Linden 
presenting the results of a study 
his agency conducted on donor 
channel migration. 

“If you’re calculating response 
rates the way you always have, 
you may be doing your direct mail 
a disservice,” says Vander Linden, 
VP & senior marketing director for 
Carl Bloom Associates. Based in 
White Plains, NY, the full-service 
direct response agency helps 
organizations build their customer 
or donor base, meet sales goals 
and raise funds through integrated 
direct marketing.

The agency partnered with public 
broadcasters nationwide to 
analyze more than eight million 
transactions and mail records. 
The results showed that channel 
migration over the last five years 
has accelerated at an astounding 
rate, a result that Vander Linden 
says is consistent across all types 
of non-profits.

Vander Linden explains, “Donors 
act differently today — the 
people you reach by mail don’t 
necessarily reply by mail. The 
key to success is freedom of 
action — giving donors the ability 
to respond via their preferred 
channels.”

For example, roughly 8% of 
responses to gift or appeal direct 
mail campaigns now arrive via 
a station’s website. And when 
you look at subsets like lapsed 
donors, the number of mail-to-web 
conversions is even higher — 
more than 10%, up from about 4% 
just five years ago.

But the real story is in acquisition, 
according to Vander Linden. 
“Everybody’s response rates are 
going down, right? Or maybe 
it just seems like they are. The 
reality is that gifts just aren’t being 
counted correctly.”

On average, organizations 
that participated in the study 
are seeing up to 12% of their 
acquisition response come from 
the web, while other channels 
account for around 4%. These 
“lost” gifts represent a potential 
increase of 20% to 25% in 
response rates.

Clearly, for most non-profits 
the direct mail response report 
probably isn’t telling the whole 
story. Says Vander Linden, 
“Donors are still responsive to 
direct mail — they’re just choosing 
to respond in a variety of ways 
other than by mailing back the 
reply form with a check.” By 
matching contributions to their 
original source, non-profits can 
improve reporting, guide future 
efforts and increase the potential 
for greater revenue.

Agency Spotlight: 
Carl Bloom Associates
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Prompt Personnel
This summer, we had three second-generation members of the Prompt Direct family join us in our 
fulfillment department: Jennifer Martinez Mateos (daughter of Gabriel Martinez), Michelle Mournet 
(daughter of Debra Mournet), Nakaya Oliveras (daughter of Carlos Oliveras). Thanks for all your help 
this summer, and best of luck in school!
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Prompt Direct is passionate about our commitment to provide our clients with quality, care and exceptional results. Our staff is 
driven by dedication and commitment to provide you with the best service. Our company believes that in order to be competitive 
we must provide outstanding services to each project including quality, service, convenience and above all, value.
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Prompt Names 2013 Employee of the Year
At its annual dinner each year, 
the Association of Marketing 
Service Providers of NY 
(AMSPNY) invites its members 
to recognize an “Employee of 
the Year” — honoring those who 
have gone above and beyond 
to provide outstanding service 
to customers, extend their 

professional knowledge and skills, and implement 
innovative ideas. 

This year, Prompt Direct was pleased to honor Phil 
Catalano, director of integrated marketing, at the 
event held at Water’s Edge in Long Island City.

Catalano, who first walked into a letter shop at 
the age of four, has always liked the production 
environment. He worked his way up from a Prompt 

machine operator to the data processing department 
while still in college, and rejoined the company in 
2010 to spearhead its integrated marketing efforts.

According to Dennis Lacognata, “Phil was selected 
because of his team spirit and dedication. He’s 
taken a leadership role in helping Prompt grow 
into a multichannel service provider. His hard work 
and unlimited talents have been a real asset to our 
company.”

In his remarks at the dinner, Catalano spoke to the 
group of nearly 100 attendees about the power of 
working with a great team like the one at Prompt. 
“No one individual can achieve what’s possible with 
a strong team. The key is to surround yourself with 
good people — that’s what drives success.”

Congratulations, Phil!


